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ANDREAS BIENENSTEIIT, OF TOLEDO, ‘OHIO, ASSIGNOR TO THE CONKLIN ._PEN‘ COM
PANY, OF TOLEDO, OHIO, .A CORPORATION OF OHIO

PLUNGER TYPE PEN
Application ?led November 24, 1930. Serial No. 497,939.

This invention relates to fountain pens and adjacent one" end as at‘ 15. The piston car
ried by the rod 14 consists of a washer 16, a
tion of sackless or plunger type fountain piston body 17 and a securing element in the
more particularly to an improved construc
pens.

form of a screw 18 threaded into the reduced

.

One of the important objects of my inveni extension’ 19 of the piston rod. The body ‘17 65
tion is to provide a plunger type fountain of the piston is substantially inthe form of _
pen which is simple and durable and one an axially, or longitudinally bowed sleeve
10

which may be manufactured economically like member of-resilient material having. the
shape or con?guration substantially as illus
and assembled with facility.
Other objects, advantages and novel details trated in section in Figure 10. In assembling
of construction and the arrangement of parts - the piston with its rod or stem 14, the metal

will be made more apparent as this descrip

60

washer 16 is ?rst slipped over the ‘reduced

tion proceeds, especially when considered in end 19 and engaged .with the shoulder 15
connection with the accompanying drawing, whereupon the body portion 17 is placed upon
15

20

this reduced portion and the ‘screw 18 screwed 65
Figure 1 is an elevational view of a foun in place. The washer 16 and the head of the
tain pen constructed in accordance with my screw 18 form opposed end abutments for
invention, the cap being removed; _
'
. the sleeve-like body 17 which resist the tend- .
wherein'

.

I

'

Figure'2 is a longitudinal sectional elevaé
tional view of the fountain pen;
Figure 3 ‘is a fragmentary longitudinal
sectional view with the piston completely
retracted;

_

_

-

.

.

ency of the sleeve 17 tojincrease in, length due
to the‘radial compression thereof when in~ 70
serted in the cylinder, or reservoir 11. By
reasonof this and also by reason of the fact
that the body 17 is made of resilient material,

Figure 4 is a sectional view on the line 4-4 the piston will fit snugly within the cylinder
and seal the same to prevent the passage of 75
"
.
Figure 5 is a sectional view on the line 5—5 ink past the piston while permitting of the
- reciprocation of the piston within the pen
of Figure 2.;
I
’
. I
F igure 6 is a sectional view on the line 6-6 barrel. The compressive end pressure on the
ends of the sleeve 17 and its tendency to
of Figure 2; .
,
30
Figure 7 is a sectional view on the line 7-—-7 radially expand will insure adequate com 80
of Figure 2;

of Figure 2;

pensation for wear occasioned-the piston dur- -

Figure 8 is a sectional View on the line 8——8 ing continued use of the pen.
WVhile the interior of the hollow piston rod
of Figure 2;
V
,
Figure9 is a sectional view on the line 9-9 14 is cylindrical to receive the operating screw

.35 of Figure 2-; and

. .

member therefor, in a manner to be later re 85

Figure 10 is a detail-sectional view through ferred to, the exterior of the piston rod is pre'f- an element of the piston. ‘
'
erably of hexagonal shape to?t a hexagonal
Referring now particularly to the drawing opening in a sleeve 20 rigidly ?xed with-in
wherein like reference characters indicate the pen barrel 10. This permits reciprocation
like parts, ‘it will be noted that the pen com of the piston and its rod but prevents rota
prises a barrel 10, the hollow interior of which tion thereof as will be obvious. The piston
rovides an ink reservoir 11. This reservoir

is cylindrical in shape and a piston, yet to be rod is provided with opposed short thread sec

referred to, is adapted to reciprocate therein. tions in the form of projections 21, these pro- ’
There is illustrated a conventional form of jections being conveniently formed by radial- 95
. nib end section 12 threaded into the end of 1y inwardly displacing the tubular piston rod
the barrel 10, this end section being provided at the desired points. -

45

The refereneecharacter 22 indicates a steep
'.
'
.
The reference character 14 in'dlc'ates a tubu pitch threaded rod operatively connected to
lar piston or plunger rod or stem shouldered the piston rod or stem 14 by the threads or
with the customary nib 13.

50
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2

so that the pistonand its associated parts in .

projections 21 thereof. This screw or operat

ing member 22 is preferably of tubular form the retracted position of the piston occupy

so as to reduce the weight thereof and is pro a minimum space. The space between the
vided with a reduced end 23 to which a. knob interior of the ferrule 26 and the exterior 70
or head 24 is attached. This operating knob of the screw member 22 is sufficient to per

may be threaded thereon and secured thereto mit the sleeve-like rod 14 to extend thereinto
so that the piston may be completely retracted
_
terior of the knob is preferably provided with to the position illustrated in Figure 3.
As is customary, the body 10 of thy; pen
straight longitudinal knurls to provide a
will be preferably constructed of an opaque,
10 gripping surface.
material
so that the contents of the interior
The operating rod 22 is swivelly mounted
‘in the pen barrel 10 by means of a ferrule thereof are obstructed orv concealed from
member 26 formed preferably of metal and‘ view. However, in order that the contents
provided with an opening 27adjacent one end of the ink supplyv within the pen may be 80
15 thereof through which the reduced end 23 of readily ascertained, I propose providing a
the operating rod 22 projects or extends. The pair of opposed sight openings in that por
reduced end 23 on the operating member pro tion of the pen barrel which constitutes the
reservoir 11. These sight openings are in‘
_ vides an annular shoulder 28 which takes the
,the
of a pair of longitudinally extend 85
end-thrust inum‘rted to the operating rod 22 ing form
relatively
narrow slots 35 formed in the
20
in one direction. The end-thrust in the other body 10_of'the pen and in which inserts 36
direction is taken by the knob 24 and to pro-_ of transparent material are placed. These
vide suitable-bearing surfaces for the parts, transparent inserts 36 may be secured to the
washers 29 are interposed between the shoul material of the body of the pen in any pre‘
der 28 and the ferrule and between the knob ferred or desired manner. Thus, by holding 90
and the ferrule.
.
the pen up to the light with the inserts 36
This ferrule member 26 is rigidly attached in alignment, the quantity of ink in the ink
to the body 10-of the pen by forcing the same reservoir of the pen may be readily ascer
in the open end‘of the pen barrel. This fer tained. The width of these transparent sec- '
30 rule member is preferably provided with a tions will preferably‘be so chosen that the 95
plurality of circumferential grooves forming presence of these window sections will not
shoulders 30 and a plurality of longitudinally ‘be‘readily apparent to the casual observer.
, extending knurls 31. Thus when the ferrule
It. has been found that the transparent in
has been forced into the body the circumfer lays 36 may be of transparent pyroxylin.
ential shoulders 30 prevent withdrawal of the.
The threads 34 may be, and are preferably, - 100
sa me'and the straight knurls 31 act to prevent rolled in the tubular member 22. This pro
rotation of the ferrule. In assembling the vides a simple and economical method of pro
pen after the ferrule has been forced under ducing the threads of the screw member.
pressure into the body as heretofore men This screw member 22 is preferably formed
40 tioned, the body contracts and tightly grips of a non-corrosive bronze alloy. 'Moreover, 105'
by means of a pin 25 as illustrated. The ex

the

ferrule.

-

'

I

1

>

the ferrule 26 as wellas the_knob 24 are

The ferrule member 26 is also provided formed preferably 'of aluminum alloy so as to
with exterior threads 32 to threa dedly receive

be of a minimum weight and treated to pre- ' ' i

a cap 33 to removably secure the cap to the end vent corrosion. ' This is likewise true of the 110
45 of the pen body. Obviously, this cap must plungerjor piston rod 14.
.

be removed in ‘order to rotate the operative v The novel details of-construction and the
member 22 through the. knob 24 but after the combination and arrangement of parts of
pen is ?lled.v this cap 33 is screwed down into the present invention provide an improved
place so that accidental ‘rotation of'the oper construction having many practical commer
cial advantages. The'structure may be quick
ating member 22
prevented.
' _

115

_When it is desired to ?ll the fountain pen ly and economically manufactured and more- '
wlth ink or other writing?uid, the nibvend over may be assembled with facility. The
I
inserted into an ink well with the piston in. construction of the several parts'is such that - its lowermost position, that is, the position the weight thereof may be reduced to'a mini; 120
illustrated in Figure 2. Thereupon the pis mum without sacri?cing the durability there
ton 1s retracted to‘ its other position illus of. Furthermore, the ink capacity of the
trated in Figure 3 by rotation of the operat pen is materially increased over that of pens

mg screw member 22 by meansof the knob
24. This will draw the ink into the pen bar
60 rel'or reservoir 11 as will be obvious. The
double threads 34 of the screw member 22
' .are'of a high.‘ or steep pitch so that the pis

of corresponding size employing the conven~ -

tional compressible rubber sack.‘ While an
embodiment of the invention has been illus
trated and described herein somewhat in .de
tail it will be readily apparent to thoseskilled -

ton may be quickly moved. During this in ‘this art that chan es may be made in‘
movement the screw member 22 telescopes many of the non-essential details of construc
65 within the tubular plunger or piston rod 14 tion and to this end reservation is made’to

125

'
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make such changes as may come'within the

purview of the accompanying claims.
What I claim as my invention is:

3

6. A fountain pen having in combination
a barrel portion having'an open end and

presenting a tubularreservoir, a piston axi
1; A fountain pen having in combination, ally reciprocable in said reservoir, a screw- ~
a barrel portion presenting a tubular reser drive for said piston including a screw mem

voir, a piston axially reciprocable in said ber, means ?xed in the open end of said bar 70

10

reservoir, a piston stem therefor, ‘a steep pltch rel for swivelly mountin said screw mem
screw-drive for said piston including a screw ber in said barrel with the one end thereof
-member, means for swivelly mounting said projecting beyond said barrel, and screw

screw member in said barrel ortion, and 'a threads on said swivel mounting means for
short sleeve in said barrel having an angular receiving a cap for enclosing the projecting 75

bore engaging a similarly shaped exterior end of said screw member.

surface on said stem.
15

20

25

7. In a fountain pen, a barrel portion‘hav-.

2. A fountain pen having in combination, ing an open end presenting a tubular reser- ,_
a barrel portion having an open end and voir, a piston axially reciprocable in said res
presenting a tubular reservoir,_a piston axi ervoir, a tubular stem therefor, a tubular op-' 80
ally reciprocable in said reservoir, a stem con erating member having a steep pitch thread '
nected thereto, a steep pitch'screw-drive for rolled therein,,a ferrule member ?xed in the 7

said piston including a screw member opera
tively connected to said stem, means ?xed in
.the open end of said barrel for swivelly
mounting said screw member and means for

open end of said barrel, means for swivelly > '

mounting said operating member on said fer
rule member, and a separate sleeve member,
?xed within the barrel spaced from the open , -

slidably mounting said stem including a end thereof and provided with an irregular
member ?xed within said barrel spaced from bore engaging a similarly shaped exterior
the open end thereof and provided with a

surface on said stem for slidably
longitudinally extended angular bore'engag rotatably
supporting said stem.

ing a similarly shaped exterior surface on

sa1d

stem.

'

I

"

.

_

and non

' 8. In a fountain pen, a barrel having an

- open end and presenting a tubular reservoir,

3. Av fountain pen having in combination, a piston axially reciprocable in said reser
voir, a tubular stemconnected thereto, a tubu
voir, a piston axially reciprocable in said lar
"operating member having a steep pitch
a barrel portion presenting a tubular reser

_ reservoir, a piston stem therefor, a screw

drive for said piston including a screw mem

thread rolled therein, a ferrule member ?xed H

in the open end of said barrel, said operat

ber, a ferrule member ?xed in the end of said ing member having a shoulder engaging said
35 barrel, said screw member having a shoulder ferrule
on one side and an operating knob

engaging said ferrule on one side and an engaging said ferrule on
opposite side- ‘
‘ operating knob enga ing said ferrule on the thereof and secured to the the
end of said oper4

opposite side thereo for swivelly mounting ating member forlswivelly mounting said op

said screw member, and a short sleeve member erating member, and a short sleeve in said
40
presenting a longitudinally extended bearing

spaced from said open endthereof and
surface ?xed in said "barrel spaced from the barrel
having
a bore for slidably and non~rotatably
end thereof and engaging said piston stem supporting
said stem.
'
to prevent rotation of said piston.

'

105

'

9. A-fountain pen having in combination, .
4. A fountain ‘pen having in combination, a' barrel
portion presenting a tubular reser
‘a'barrel portion presenting a tubular reser voir, a piston
in said reservoir, 110
voir, a piston axially reciprocable in said a hollow pistonreciprocable
stemtherefor, a screw mem
reservoir, a stem connected Tthereto, a steep ber operatively connected to said piston stem
pitch screw-drive for said piston including
and telescoping therein, means for swivelly ' ' I
a screw member operatively connected to said mounting
screw member at the end of
'stem, means for swivelly mounting said screw said barrelsaid
and for holding said screw mem

member, said stem having a hexagonal ex ber against relative longitudinal movement,
terior, and a separate mounting member and
spaced within said barrel por
therefor ?xed within said barrel and having tion aamember
substantial
from said swivel
a hexagonal bore through which said stem means and having distance
an angular longitudinal
55.
5. A founta'i pen;having in combination, ‘ ly extended bearing surface encircling and 1:0
slides.v

'

'

i

’ a barrel portioii presenting. a tubular reser

engaging a similarly shaped exterior surface

voir, a piston axially reciprocable in said

In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature.

reservoir, a screw-drive for said piston in—
60 cluding a screw member, 'a ferrule member

having ribs thereon ?xed to said barrel by

on said piston stem.‘
‘

_

A

ANDREAS BIENENSTEIN. ,_
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a being forced .into the end thereof where said

ribs engage the adjacent surface of the bar

rel, an means for swivelly mounting said
screw member on said ferrule. '

no

